Optimal cardiac phase for coronary artery calcium scoring on single-source 64-MDCT scanner: least interscan variability and least motion artifacts.
The purpose of our study was to investigate the cardiac phase with the least interscan variability and motion artifacts on coronary artery calcium studies using a 64-MDCT scanner. Ninety-one patients with suspected coronary artery disease were scanned twice on retrospective ECG-gated helical scans. Images with 2.5-mm thickness and 1.25-mm interval at nine cardiac phases (center of cardiac phase: 40-80% in 5% increments) were reconstructed. The interscan variability of coronary artery scores (Agatston, volume, and mass) per patient and motion artifact scores per branch, subjectively assigned by motion artifact grading (1, none; 2, minor; and 3, major), were compared between cardiac phases for all patients, low (< 65 beats per minute [bpm]) and high (>or= 65 bpm) heart rate patient groups. For all patients, two-factor factorial analysis of variance revealed that the interscan variability was different between cardiac cycles (p < 0.01); however, this was not statistically significant between scoring algorithms (p = 0.46). The least variability was obtained at 70% on Agatston (8%) and volume (7%) and at 75% on mass (7%). Adjacent categories logit model analysis revealed that the motion artifact score was the least at 75% (left anterior descending coronary artery, 1.3; left circumflex coronary artery, 1.4; and right coronary artery, 1.9 in all patients) and that a smaller difference in calcium scores between the scans led to a smaller motion artifact score (p < 0.05). Middiastole reconstruction (center of cardiac phase: 70-75%), with the least interscan variability and the least motion artifacts, is recommended on 64-MDCT.